TASKI® procarpet 45

45cm (18in) Carpet Cleaning System
Key Features
``Reliability and High Performance
``Flexible Application
``Lower Total Cost of Ownership
``Simple and easy to use

Reliability and High Performance
``TASKI procarpet 45 has been designed with the reliability

found on all our floor care machines. TASKI has developed
this machine using our expertise in vacuum pick-up and
chemical application to design a high performance carpet
cleaning with excellent results.

Flexible Application
``TASKI procarpet 45 allows users to select the cleaning

application that best fits their needs based on turnaround
time and soil levels. The machine can be set-up for deep
cleaning extraction for heavy soils or restorative type
cleaning application and also be set-up for interim cleaning
using our specifically formulated encapsulation chemical.

Lower Total Cost of Ownership
``The machine allows customers to control all carpet cleaning

activities and select the application that best fits their
needs. Utilizing interim cleaning will help to extend the time
between deep cleaning activities keeping carpets looking
better longer without extended dry times.

Simple and Easy to Use
``The machine can be changed from deep extraction to

interim clean simply by changing the chemicals and flipping
a switch. Using the machine in a push or pull motion
allowing the end user flexibility in their application. A large
variety of accessories allows covering added cleaning tasks.
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TASKI procarpet 45 Specifications
TASKI procarpet 45 Specifications
Description

Description

Productivity (Extraction)

300 m2/hr (3,230 ft2/hr)

Dimensions (L x W x H)

82 x 56 x 86 cm (32 x 22 x 34 in)

Productivity (Encapsulation)

445 m2/hr (4,790 ft2/hr)

Machine Weight (empty)

55 kg/121 lb

Working Width

45 cm (17.7 in)

Sound Level

< 70 dB(A)

Solution Tank

45L/12G

Brush Motor

650W

Recovery Tank

45L/12G

Vacuum Motor

1000W

Cord Length

15m (49 ft)

Brush Speed

1000 rpm

Rated voltage

230V/50 Hz, 120V/60Hz, 220V/60Hz

Brush Pressure

10-17 kg (22 – 37 lb)

TASKI procarpet 45
Model

SKU Number

TASKI procarpet 45

Accessories/Additional Tools
Description

SKU Number

TASKI procarpet standard carpet brush 45

7522181

TASKI carpet wand and recovery hose

8505160

TASKI carpet recovery hose

8505170

TASKI carpet care hand tool

8505150

TASKI 7.5L Pump-up Sprayer

7500780

TASKI Filling Hose with Universal Water Coupling

8502830

TASKI Hard Floor Cleaning Tool

7512446

TASKI Nano Trolley procarpet

7522783

Additional Features
Carpet Wand and Hose: Can be used for hard to reach areas and quickly connects to the TASKI procarpet 45.
Flexible Handle: Allow users to switch from pull to push using TASKI ergonomic handle. The user can also engage the floating handle option based
on their comfort level.
Hand Tool: Can be in combination with the wand and hose to convert the attachment for upholstery cleaning or can be used in combination with the
recovery hose.
Easy Brush Access: The brush can easily be removed from the side for cleaning and replacement.
Parking Lever: The parking lever lifts the brush off the floor when storing the machine to prevent damage to the brush. This also allows users to leave
the brush attached while the machine is stored.
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